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What is Club Car?

Club Car is the maker of a wide range of gasoline and electric powered small vehicles that are used
to move people, equipment and materials more efficiently and cost effectively. It is the market
leaders of golf cars and utility vehicles. They also manufacture these for commercial, industrial and
recreational purposes.

Club Car Parts:

Club car parts have a number of authorized dealers through which they are distributed and brought
to markets.. The carts they make are a result of years of research and innovation. The vehicles are
a sum of their quality parts and are a very wise investment. The best way to maintain them and
maximize their value is through their Genuine Parts, Accessories and Service. This is because all
their parts are crafted to precision according to their strict specifications. They are the same as the
original components found in the vehicle. Some of their parts are listed below-

â€¢	Accelerator items like switch, pedal pad, non- slip pedal pad, cable pivot rod.

â€¢	Axles and differential parts like driverâ€™s side axle, passenger side axle, rear side axle, axle clips
axle bushings.

â€¢	Battery chargers and parts like 36 volt chargers, 48 volt chargers, 48 volt power drive chargers,
charger plugs, D.C. cord set, A. C. cord set, Fuse assembly, Fuse holder, screw type fuse,
Receptacle fuse assembly, Timer control cables,  Timer assembly with and without lights, 
Clockwise manual timer, manual timer with knob,

â€¢	Battery parts and maintenance like 36 volt battery cable set, 48 volt battery cable set, 4 gauge
battery cable, wire assembly, battery hold down, battery cable bolt.

â€¢	Car Belts like drive belts, premium drive belts, standard drive belt, starter generator belt.

Besides these there is a whole list of parts available with their dealers and distributors who can be
contacted through website.
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James Blee - About Author:
For more information on a club car parts, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a ez go golf cart parts!
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